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Historical liquidity crises and U.S. Fed response
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Development of the U.S. Federal Funds Target Rate around

LTCM-crisis 1998 September 11, 2001Stock market crash in 
1987 (‘Black Monday’)

Detailed description in, e.g., Sauer (2007): ‘Three liquidity crises in 
retrospective: Implications for central banking today’
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Focus of this paper: Framework for analysis

Microeconomic perspective
(market and funding liquidity)

One framework for
analysis of

Macroeconomic perspective
(monetary liquidity)

Liquidity

• liquidity shocks on a financial market and
• emergency liquidity provision of central banks
• in a nominal model
• with spillovers from the financial market to the real economy
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Outline

1. Introduction

2. The model

– Model structure

– Aggregate risk

– Model extensions

3. Empirical evaluation and conclusion
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The model: Markets and agents

• 3 periods

• 2 markets for

– Assets: ‘Shares’ (= productive but potentially illiquid nominal bonds 
with a fixed interest rate and a real put option (= liquidation 
technology) ) ;
Investment alternative: Money (= unproductive but perfectly liquid)

– Goods (purchases subject to cash-in-advance constraint (CIA))

• 2 agents

– ‘Investors’ (trade on asset market, buy goods on goods market)

– ‘Workers’ (receive nominal wages, cannot participate on asset market 
� segmented markets)

• Time structure of the model
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The model: Time structure
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Asset market with aggregate risk and CB 
intervention

• Central bank (CB) liquidity provision via repos
� prevent costly liquidation

• Standard central bank loss function based on deviations in

– the price of goods from the expected / optimal price

– the amount of goods produced from the producible 
amount

• Trade-off in a liquidity crisis:

risks to price stability 
(� redistribution effect 

from workers to investors)

negative supply effects 
in the future
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Asset market with aggregate risk and CB 
intervention

Proposition: 

Ex post optimal intervention to prevent liquidation increases in the

• size of the liquidity shock

• weight on output relative to inflation

• extent of today’s real costs of liquidation

• extent of future negative supply effects of crisis

and decreases in the

• extent of the price increase

• amount of liquidity initially held by investors.
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Moral hazard effect of optimal CB intervention

Anticipation of a 
central bank intervention

Increase in the 
investment in the asset S

Increase in 
producible output 

Likelihood of liquidity crises
and extent of desired 
liquidations / ex post –

optimal CB intervention ↑

Optimal commitment solution of CB intervention
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Model extensions - Sterilisation

Standard model with CB intervention

Extension: Possibility to sterilise intervention, e.g. if 

• liquidity shock is very short-term or 

• the distribution of monetary liquidity matters, not its 
amount (Borio, 2008)
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Model extensions – Idiosyncratic risk

So far: Aggregate risk

Impact of idiosyncratic risk in the presence of

• sell-order market impact and

• propagation mechanisms:

– Margin calls

– Capital adequacy requirements

– Marking-to-market accounting rules

– Modern risk management
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Summary of the related literature

• Greenspan put option: Miller, Weller and Zhang (2002) and 
Illing (2004)

• Market segmentation: Allen and Gale (1994, 2005) and Huang 
and Wang (2006)

• Market microstructure theory: Surveys in O’Hara (1995) and 
Biais, Glosten and Spatt (2005)

• Public supply of liquidity: Literature on the Lender of last 
resort, e.g. Goodhart and Illing (2002), focuses on banks and 
the interbank market
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Empirical “test” of the model
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Conclusion

• Central bank trade-off in a liquidity crisis:
risks to price stability vs. negative supply effects in the future

• Influence of various parameters for ex-post optimal intervention 

• Mitigation (or even abolition) of trade-off with the possibility to 
sterilise the intervention

• Optimal monetary policy under commitment because of double-
edged anticipation (moral hazard) effect

• Alternatives to monetary policy: Procyclical liquidity 
requirements (see, e.g., Illing, 2007)

• But: Liquidity crises may occur nevertheless � trade-offs 
remain valid

Framework to understand the relationship of monetary policy 
intervention and liquidity crises on financial markets
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Thank you!


